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Evaluating the accuracy of ESR dose determination of pseudo-Early Pleistocene fossil tooth enamel samples using dose recovery tests
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HIGHLIGHTS

1. Dose recovery tests performed on fossil tooth enamel with D_E values > 1,000 Gy.
2. Several fitting functions were used.
3. The SSE function does not correctly describe the behavior of ESR signal.
4. Using a DSE with data weighed by 1/I^2 produce the most accurate D_E results.
5. The SSE might nevertheless produce fairly consistent results under certain conditions.
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ABSTRACT

In ESR dating of Early Pleistocene fossil tooth enamel samples, the fitting function used for the evaluation of the D_E value is undoubtedly among the major sources of uncertainty. Dose recovery tests performed on fossil tooth enamel showing D_E values > 1,000 Gy demonstrate: (i) that high precision ESR measurements (< 0.5%); and high D_E reproducibility (< 5%) may be achieved; (ii) the appropriateness of the Double Saturating Exponential (DSE) fitting function for ESR dose reconstruction. In contrast, the SSE function, which has been almost exclusively used so far, does simply not correctly describe the behavior of the radiation induced ESR signal of tooth enamel with the dose.

Several fitting functions and data weighting options were tested and the combination of a DSE with data weighed by the inverse of the square intensities is the procedure providing the most accurate D_E results. However, the SSE may nevertheless sometimes produce consistent results if D_max does not exceed 6*D_E. Further work is required in that direction in order to determine more precisely in which conditions the SSE could be used as a fair approximation of the DSE function for these samples.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

Over the last decade, an extensive work has been dedicated to the evaluation of the exact potential and the current limitations of the ESR dating method specifically applied to Early Pleistocene (> 0.78 Ma) fossil tooth enamel samples, with the idea to reach a better understanding of the method and identify the main sources of uncertainty involved in the dating process (e.g. Duval et al., 2009, 2011a and b, 2012a and b, 2013, in press). The long term objective of this ongoing investigation is to improve the reliability and accuracy
in particular regarding the selection of an appropriate fitting function (e.g. Duval et al., 2009).

Since the first ESR dating applications to fossil tooth enamel in the mid 1980s (e.g. Grün et al., 1985), the use of a linear fitting function has been rapidly abandoned (Grün et al., 1989; Grün, 1996) and replaced by a single saturating exponential function (SSE) in order to take into consideration the saturation of the ESR signal that occurs at high irradiation doses. From a physical perspective, this saturation may be explained by the presence of a finite number of precursors available in a given sample and thus a decreasing probability to create radicals with the increasing irradiation dose (Apers et al., 1981). The use of this SSE was also a way to indirectly assume that the radiation induced signal was dominated by a single component, which was found later to be incorrect (e.g. Vanhaelwijn et al., 2000). So far, the SSE function has been exclusively used for ESR dose reconstruction of fossil tooth enamel during several decades, but some limitations have been progressively observed, in particular in the case of samples with high equivalent dose (DE) values (Chen, 1997). In that regard, Duval et al. (2009) highlighted some clear issues with the use of the SSE in the specific case of Early Pleistocene teeth. For example, these authors showed the strong impact of the maximum irradiation dose (Dmax) on the estimated DE value. The SSE dose results were constantly increasing with the successive addition of ESR points at high doses. This systematic trend demonstrated the impossibility for this function to describe the behavior of the ESR signal at high irradiation doses. To address this issue, they proposed the use of a Double Saturating Exponential function (DSE) instead, which was found not only to be more appropriate for the experimental data, but also more in agreement with the recent advances on the understanding of the ESR signal of fossil tooth enamel and the identification of several types of radiation-induced CO2 radicals contributing to the main signal (Joannes-Boyau and Grün, 2011 and references therein). More recently, Duval et al. (2013) completed the study by proposing the combination of two types of DSE functions in order to fully encompass the uncertainty associated with the variability of the relative proportions of the various types of CO2 among the samples, and by defining some empirical criteria to ensure a reliable fitting.

In ESR dose reconstruction of fossil tooth enamel, the equivalent dose (DE) is systematically obtained via the additive dose method, i.e. through a back extrapolation of the fitting function to the X-axis. Consequently, and in contrast with the regenerative dose method, the DE value is thus very dependent on the choice of the fitting function. For example, Duval et al. (2009) showed that the relative deviation between the DE values obtained from different functions is significantly increasing along with the magnitude of the DE value. In the case of samples showing DE values >1000 Gy, the systematic deviation between the DE results derived either from a SSE or a DSE function was estimated to be around 23% in average, while it was <10% for DE values <300 Gy. In other words, the further goes the back extrapolation (= the larger is the DE), the higher is the influence of the fitting function on the final DE value. Consequently, if the fitting function must be considered as a significant source of uncertainty in ESR dating of fossil tooth enamel in general, its importance is even greater in the specific case of Early Pleistocene samples.

However, despite a series of evidence showing the appropriateness of the DSE and the major limitations of the SSE (e.g. Duval et al., 2009, 2013), there is still some uncertainty about the ability of the DSE function to yield correct DE values. Actually, the only way to check whether the DSE does not systematically provide over- or underestimated results would be to work with known-dose samples. This may be done via “dose recovery” tests that are usually designed to assess the appropriateness of a standard analytical procedure by evaluating whether a laboratory given dose may be experimentally recovered with accuracy. This test is easily performed when the signal may be zeroed without modifying the structure and chemical composition of the sample, like in ESR and OSL dating of optically bleached quartz and feldspar grains (e.g. Asaoge et al., 2011; Murray and Wintle, 2003). However, this is not the case for tooth enamel, since the ESR signal cannot be fully reset by sunlight or by heat. UV irradiations actually create a radiation-induced signal (e.g. Nilsson et al., 2001), while thermal annealing at increasing temperature induces a decrease of the ESR intensity but is accompanied with some irreversible major changes in the crystalline structure of tooth enamel (e.g. Brik et al., 1996, and 1997), making thus impossible the use of these procedures for dose recovery tests. Consequently, the best strategy for working with known-dose samples consists in selecting tooth samples that have accumulated a very small dose, so that it could be considered as negligible in comparison with a geological dose accumulated over a hundred of ka. In that regard, recent fossil teeth should be preferred in first instance to modern enamel samples given the existing differences in structure and composition (e.g. Kohn et al., 1999) that may induce specific behaviors with the irradiation dose, even though it is worth mentioning that the very few comparison studies published on this aspect did not lead to identify significant differences in terms of radiation sensitivities (Rink and Schwarcz, 1994, 1995).

Consequently, three recent fossil teeth were selected for the present study and gamma irradiated at ~1500 Gy, in order to simulate a DE value that may be commonly found in Early Pleistocene tooth samples (e.g. Duval et al., 2013). Samples were then analyzed following a Multiple Aliquot Additive (MAA) dose approach, the standard procedure in ESR dating of fossil teeth (e.g. Duval et al., 2011b, 2012b) and several fitting functions were finally used to derive DE values in order to see whether the laboratory given dose could be accurately recovered. The deviations observed between the calculated DE value and the expected DE are presented and discussed in this work.

2. Material and methods

Three teeth (MOD1301, MOD1302 and MOD1303) were collected from a protohistoric site in France and prepared following a standard ESR dating procedure. The enamel layer of the vestibular side was extracted and then cleaned using a dentist drill. Clean enamel fragments were then ground and sieved to obtain a powder of 100–200 μm.

The first step of the analytical procedure was to make sure that the natural dose registered over time by the samples would not significantly interfere with the laboratory given dose. To do so, a first set of four powder aliquots were selected from each sample and three of them were gamma irradiated at 10, 50 and 100 Gy. In this work, all irradiations were performed with a calibrated 137Cs gamma source (dose rate = 7.3 Gy/min). Then, for each sample the gamma irradiated aliquots were measured by ESR together with the natural one (see details about the experimental conditions later). ESR spectra and Dose response curves (DRCs) are shown in Fig. 1. For two samples (MOD1301 and MOD1303), the natural dose was estimated to be around 1.5 Gy, while it was virtually null for MOD1302. These values can thus be considered as negligible in comparison with the laboratory dose that will be given in the next step of the procedure.

Then, each natural enamel sample was split into 16 aliquots. First, all aliquots of a given tooth were irradiated together and given a pre-dose of 1491 Gy in order to simulate a standard DE value that may be frequently found in Early Pleistocene samples (Duval et al., 2013). Each aliquot was measured by ESR in order to control the homogeneity of the irradiation: results showed that the ESR
Intensities of all aliquots vary within narrow range, between 1.0 and 1.2% (1 relative standard deviation) (see supplementary information, Fig. S1). This variability is similar to the experimental uncertainty that is usually observed for the ESR measurements of tooth enamel (Duval et al., 2013), suggesting that the uncertainty associated to a potential heterogeneous irradiation of a given batch of aliquots may be considered as negligible. These results indicate that all aliquots effectively received similar doses. This variability may be used as a reasonable proxy to estimate the uncertainty on the given dose, i.e. $1491 \pm 18.0$, $1491 \pm 17.9$ and $1491 \pm 17.0$ Gy for samples MOD1301, MOD1302 and MOD1303, respectively. About 7 months later, a second round of gamma irradiations was organized in order to build a standard DRC and to check whether the given dose can be recovered. All but one aliquots were irradiated at...
increasing dose, using a sub-exponential dose step distribution (Grün and Rhodes, 1992), as follows: 99, 248, 495, 792, 1284, 2480, 3962, 5943, 8915, 12,877, 17,829, 24,756, 34,661, 44,566 and 59,561 Gy. The remaining aliquot kept unirradiated during this second round of irradiation was thus considered later on as the “natural” one.

ESR measurements were carried out at the CENIEH (Burgos, Spain), with an EMXmicro 6/1 Bruker ESR spectrometer coupled to a standard rectangular ER 4102ST cavity, several months after the irradiation in order to let the radiation induced temporary signals decay (Hoffmann and Mangini, 2002). To ensure constant experimental conditions over time, the temperature of the water circulating in the magnet is controlled and stabilized at 18 °C by a water-cooled Thermo Scientific NESLAB ThermoFlex 3500 chiller, and the temperature of the room is kept constant at 20 °C by an air conditioning unit. ESR measurements were performed at room temperature with the following acquisition parameters: 1–5 scans, 1 mW microwave power, 1024 points resolution, 15 mT sweep width, 100 kHz modulation frequency, 0.1 mT modulation amplitude, 20 ms conversion time and 5 ms time constant. For a given sample, the receiver gain value was optimized according to the ESR signal of the most irradiated aliquot and the same value was then used for all the aliquots from a given sample. In order to ensure similar resonance conditions in the ESR cavity for all the aliquots of a given sample, each aliquot was carefully weighted in the ESR tube. For the three samples, the mass per aliquot was ~70 mg, and a maximum variation of 1 mg in the mass of all aliquots from a given tooth sample was tolerated, corresponding to a relative variability <1.4% in weight for each tooth sample. This results in a variation of the enamel powder height in the tube of <0.5 mm between aliquots. Measurements were performed using a pedestal inserted in the cavity, so that the uncertainty associated to the variation of the vertical position of the tube from one aliquot to another was minimized. Each aliquot of a given sample was measured three times after ~120° rotation in the cavity in order to consider the uncertainty on the angular dependence of the signal. This uncertainty is classically lower than 1%. Basically, all aliquots of a given sample were successively measured in a short time (<1 h). This procedure was repeated over three distinct days without removing the enamel powder from the ESR tubes between measurements.

The ESR intensities were extracted from peak-to-peak measurements amplitudes of the ESR signal of enamel (T1-B2; see Grün et al., 1998), and then corrected by the corresponding receiver gain, number of scans and aliquot mass.

Fitting procedures were carried out with the Microcal OriginPro 9.1 software using a Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm by chi-square minimization. Further details about the potential of this algorithm for non linear fitting may be found in Hayes et al. (1998). Data were either non weighted or weighted by the inverse of the squared ESR intensity (1/I^2) (Grün and Brummy, 1994; Grün and Rhodes, 1992).

Four fitting functions were used for dose assessment, following the equations shown in Table 1: a double saturating exponential (DSE) function, a modified version of this DSE (DSE2), an exponential plus linear function (EXPLIN) and a single saturating exponential (SSE) function. Further details about these functions may be found in Duval et al. (2009, 2013).

Table 1: Equations of the various fitting functions used in the present work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Fitted param.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSE</td>
<td>I = 1 - [1 - e^(-D/C0)] + I_E [1 - e^(-D/C1)]</td>
<td>(5): I_E, I_1, D_1, D_2, D_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSE2</td>
<td>I = 1 - [1 - e^(-D/C0)] + I_E [1 - e^(-D/C1)]</td>
<td>(4): I_1, I_2, D_1, D_2, D_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPLIN</td>
<td>I = 1 - e^(-D/C0) + I_E [1 - e^(-D/C1)]</td>
<td>(3): I_E, I_1, D_1, D_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSE</td>
<td>I = I_E [1 - e^(-D/C0)]</td>
<td>(2): I_E, D_1, D_2, D_3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each sample, mean ESR intensities were derived from the three repeated measurements (Table 3), (iii) by pooling all the ESR intensities (= all the measurements performed at a given dose are put together for the fitting procedure, see details in Duval et al., 2013) derived from the three repeated measurements (Table 4).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. ESR measurement repeatability

Each sample was measured three times on different days in order to evaluate the repeatability of the ESR measurements. From one measurement to the other, the ESR intensities of each aliquot showed a very small variation of 0.5%, 0.4% and 0.3% on average (1 standard deviation) for samples MOD1301, MOD1302 and MOD1303, respectively. For a given aliquot, variations were systematically <0.9%, except for one aliquot (1.7%), demonstrating that ESR measurements were highly repeatable.

The D_E value was calculated by fitting the various functions for each repeated measurement (Table 2). Each dose response curve (DRC) shows an excellent goodness-of-fit (adjusted r^2 > 0.99), whatever the function used. All the D_E values are highly consistent for a given function: they show very small variations (<5%) over the repeated measurements. In particular, the results derived from the use of the SSE show systematically less scatter, mainly because this is the function with the lowest number of fitted parameters (3). In contrast, the highest variability is systematically obtained with the DSE function using equal weights, but it does not exceed 4.3%.

D_E values derived from the DSE function (data weighting by 1/I^2) show a variability of 1.5%, 0.75% and 2.0% for samples MOD01, MOD02 and MOD03, respectively. These values are significantly lower to those observed by Duval et al. (2013) on other Early Pleistocene samples (between 4.1% and 7.8%). Similarly, in that study the variability of the D_E obtained from the SSE function was ranging from 0.4% to 2.9% depending on the sample (n = 11), whereas in the present work it is between 0.2 and 1.1% (n = 3). This improved reproducibility may be mostly explained by the combination of two factors: (i) the use of a pedestal inserted in the cavity that minimized the uncertainty associated to slight variations of the vertical position of the tubes, and (ii) the higher number of data points in the DRCs.

These data show that it is possible to achieve an excellent measurement precision and D_E reproducibility in ESR dosimetry of fossil tooth enamel, even with samples showing a D_E > 1000 Gy. The correctness of the D_E values is evaluated in the next section.

3.2. Dose recovery tests

For each sample, mean ESR intensities were derived from the
three repeated ESR measurements and then final DE values were calculated for each fitting function presented in Table 1. Numerical results and DRCs are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 2, respectively. If all the functions show an excellent goodness-of-fit (adjusted \( r^2 \) values > 0.99), the SSE systematically shows the lowest value, which means this is the one that least describes the behavior of the ESR signal with the dose.

The results obtained from the three samples show that all the DE values are systematically overestimating the true DE except in one case (sample MOD1301 with DSE function and weighting by 1/\( I^2 \)). However, this overestimation is more or less significant depending on the function. For example, the use of the DSE but without weighting the data provides an overestimation by about 10% on average of the DE. One of the samples has a DE in agreement with the expected value at 1 sigma (MOD1301) and another at 2\( \sigma \) (MOD1302). The other functions such as EXPLIN, DSE2 and SSE provide DE values that are systematically (and significantly) overestimated by 16%, 28% and 30% on average, respectively, as shown in Table 3. These results demonstrate that the SSE does simply not describe the behavior of the radiation induced ESR of tooth enamel with the irradiation dose and therefore cannot provide reliable DE results for this data set. In addition, the two other functions, EXPLIN and DSE2, cannot be considered as reliable alternatives.

In contrast, the results obtained from the three samples show that on average the DSE (weighting by 1/\( I^2 \)) provides a DE that is only 2% higher than the expected DE value. All samples show a DE result in agreement at 1 sigma with the expected DE value (see also Fig. 3), demonstrating thus the appropriateness of this function to describe the behavior of the ESR signal of tooth enamel with the irradiation dose. However, it is also worth mentioning that the sample MOD1302 showing the best goodness-of-fit and the most precise DE values (DE errors < 4%) is actually the one providing the highest deviation with the expected value (~5%). This observation indicates that high precision data does not necessarily ensure accurate results. This issue will be further explored in section 2.4.
Fig. 3 presents the evolution $D_E$ values along the $D_{\text{max}}$ for three fitting functions: DSE (equal weights and weighing by $1/I^2$), EXP + LIN and SSE. Results from the function DSE2 were not plotted since they did not provide any useful information, given the difficulty to obtain reliable fitting results when reducing the number of points. Fig. 3 shows two main patterns. On one hand, $D_{\text{max}}$ has virtually no influence on the $D_E$ value derived from the EXPLIN and DSE functions, whereas for the SSE, there is a clear increase of the $D_E$ value along with the $D_{\text{max}}$ which is in good agreement with previous observations (Duval et al., 2009; Chen et al., 1997). In terms of accuracy, functions EXP + LIN and SSE systematically yield overestimated $D_E$ values whatever the $D_{\text{max}}$ considered. If the EXP + LIN function may sometimes provide $D_E$ values that consistent with the expected results, this is only because of the large error due to the limited number of data points. Nevertheless, when $D_{\text{max}} < 10$ kGy, SSE provides $D_E$ results in agreement at 1

Fig. 2. Dose response curves obtained for the three samples. Numerical $D_E$ values are shown in Table 3.
Fig. 3. Evolution of the $D_0$ values along with the $D_{\text{max}}$ for the three samples based on different fitting functions: DSE, SSE and EXP + LIN.
sigma with the expected value for 1 sample, and for the 3 samples at 2 sigmas. These results suggest that the SSE function may provide a fair estimate of the true $D_E$ in case $D_{\text{max}}$ is not $>6D_E$. However, this empirical criterion should be used with caution since it is based on a limited number of samples. It is nevertheless worth mentioning that these observations are somewhat consistent with the simulations made by Grün and Rhodes (1992). These authors showed that in the specific case of samples with a $D_E$ of 0.15–0.3$D_0$ ($D_0$ = characteristic saturation dose), which correspond to the present data set, systematic overestimations occur when $D_{\text{max}} > 10D_E$. Their study, however, was carried out under the assumption that the behavior of the ESR signal of hydroxyapatite with the dose could be described by a SSE, which is now known to be incorrect and might actually explained part of the difference observed with the present work based on experimental data.

Finally, it is worth mentioning although an adj. $r^2$ value $>0.99$ is a basic requirement for an accurate dose estimation, it nevertheless do not guarantee to get a correct $D_E$ value, as observed with the SSE function. Additionally, the fact that this SSE may sometimes produce more precise $D_E$ values than the other functions should not be interpreted as a sign of higher reliability or accuracy, since this is simply the consequence of a limited number of parameters to fit (3).

Finally, three main observations can be made when considering the DSE function (Fig. 3):

- The $D_E$ error is clearly increasing when the $D_{\text{max}}$ is decreasing. This trend may simply be explained by the fact that there are less points to be fitted in the DRC and they are further from the saturation intensity, which generates more uncertainty on the fitted parameters (see Duval et al., 2013). Consequently, the results from the present study indicate that if the DSE is apparently sometimes not suitable for the experimental ESR data set, or at least provide unreliable fitting results (e.g. Shao et al., 2014; Han et al., in press), this is most likely because of the selection $D_{\text{max}}$ is too low.
- With equal data weighting, the $D_E$ results are in most cases consistent at 1 sigma with the expected $D_E$ value (14/20), and all of them are in agreement at 2 sigma.
- With data weighting by $1/t^2$, all the $D_E$ results for the 3 samples are systematically within error (1 sigma) with the expected $D_E$ value, whatever the $D_{\text{max}}$ considered. This is therefore the best option to obtain accurate results.

3.4. Pooling of the ESR intensities

One of the major interests of the ESR spectroscopy is that the signal is not reset during the measurements, contrary to OSL or TL analyses for example. Consequently, a given sample may be repeatedly measured several times, and all these measurements may be included in the fitting. Pooling the ESR intensities may lead to a significant reduction of the random error on the final $D_E$ values (see further details in Grün and Brumby, 1994; Duval, 2012; Duval et al., 2013). In order to evaluate the impact of this increased precision on the accuracy of the final $D_E$, the ESR intensities obtained from the three repeated measurements were included in a single data set and a fitting was carried out with $16^3 = 48$ points per DRC.

Numerical results are shown in Table 4. When compared with the results obtained from the mean ESR intensities (=16 points per DRC), the $D_E$ values are virtually the same (see Table 3 vs Table 4), but the $D_E$ errors are reduced by more than 50%, similarly to the previous observations by Duval et al. (2013); final $D_E$ errors are between 1.8% and 4.6%. $D_E$ values are consistent with the expected dose at 1 sigma for 2/3 samples, and the last one is in agreement at 2 sigma. These results indicate that high precision and accuracy can be achieved when pooling the ESR intensities, provided that ESR measurements are highly repeatable.

4. Conclusion

The results obtained for the present study confirm those previously shown in Duval et al. (2009, 2013) and definitively demonstrate the appropriateness of the DSE fitting function for ESR dating/dosimetry of tooth samples showing $D_E$ values $>1,000$ Gy. Consequently, they also suggest that the behavior of the radiation induced ESR signal with the dose is best described by the sum of two exponential components showing distinct saturation levels. If this general behavior that has been so far observed by the author in any tooth samples sufficiently irradiated ($D_{\text{max}} > 30$ kGy), it does not exclude, however, the possibility of some variability in the dose response of different samples within this DSE behavior. It may indeed be reasonably envisaged that each sample exhibits a specific radiation sensitivity as a result of the nature, origin and physico-chemical composition of the enamel analyzed (see e.g. Porat and Schwarcz, 1994; Rink and Schwarcz, 1994). This is why further work is required to check whether these two components of the DSE may directly be correlated to the various types of $CO_2$ radicals that are mostly contributing to the signal. In addition, the reader may also have a look at the recommendations recently published by Duval et al. (2013) to optimize the fitting with a DSE function and to ensure reliable results when using Origin software. Numerical ESR data (ESR vs Dose) are provided in supplementary information so that anyone can actually test the reliability of its fitting procedure. Finally, pooling the ESR intensities derived from independent measurements for the fitting procedure may be considered as a valuable strategy for an improved precision on the $D_E$ values.

In contrast, the SSE function does simply not correctly describe the behavior of the radiation induced ESR signal of tooth enamel with the dose. This function systematically provides an overestimated $D_E$ value, which might nevertheless be sometimes in agreement with the true $D_E$ value under certain conditions. If this function has to be used, a special attention should be given to the maximum irradiation dose value. Our results suggest that when $D_{\text{max}}$ does not exceed 6$D_E$, the SSE may fairly approximate the behavior of the ESR signal with the dose. However, future investigations are required in that direction to confirm this observation and to precisely determine under which conditions of $D_{\text{max}}$ the SSE could potentially be used. In addition, a similar study on tooth enamel samples showing lower $D_E$ values, around 200 Gy, is ongoing, in order to check whether similar conclusions may be drawn for Middle to Late Pleistocene tooth enamel samples.
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